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Technology in Contemporary Art of
Sweet Samson Света Самсон художница. Sweet Samson Artist
01.07.2015
Света Самсон художница. Sweet Samson Artist.

The purpose of art is to break stereotypes and look at the realities from a
different perspective.
For instance, Marcel Duchamp’s “Fountain” would have hardly been regarded as
“Simply urinal”. However, during expanded period of time, this work stirred so
much controversy. Even today, many are likely to disagree with his art. In spite of
continued arguments among viewers and critics, artists continue pursuing
creative intrepidity with their inventiveness.
One of such artists is Sweet Samson,
Russian
born
living
in
California,
representing
younger
generation
of
contemporary artists. She works with carbon
fiber, applying specific technique developed
by herself, called “Dynamic Carbon”.
This technology is being patented in the United States. In addition, she uses
routinely more traditional materials, such as acrylic paint, canvas and graphite.
Her work combines peculiarities of contemporary aesthetic with ultra
technological, cutting edge touch.
Clean lines, flat colors, geometric shapes – these elements create a casually
elegant feel. There are influences of Minimalism and Suprematism art
movements in her works, with own enigma waiting to be unlocked by the viewer.
How to explain such unusual choice of material as carbon fiber to work with?
Art critics will say their word and the audience looks forward for Samson’s next
surprises.
In a dense international exhibition schedule
of the artist, a solo show is planned to be
held in Moscow. Hope it will happen quite
soon, so our connoisseurs of Contemporary
Art would have a chance to experience
Samson’s work in person.
Sweet Samson.
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